
 

18th Knowledge Seekers Workshop – July 10th 2014 

 

• Main topics of this Workshop 

 

- Running the Reactors Without the Motors, Creating the Condition of 

Universal Systems 

- Motion and Direction in the Universe is done by the Wish or the Need 

- World Leaders See the KS Lectures 

- Report from Japanese Government about Fukushima 

Decontamination 

- How the Atom Works 

- Nano Materials hold the Plasma 

- Reactors Working as the Human Body (Physiologically) 

- Planet Earth and Body as Incubator for the Soul 

- How much we Have to accept Brought up by Imagination/ 

Comparison with Crack Addicted with Physical Hallucination 

- The Future of the Planet 

- Starting to See Conversion of Plasma into Matter 

- The Power of Mr. Keshe 

 

(:02) Keshe comes in. Numbers of interesting news, some scientifically shocking if 

people understand what is going on behind that. We always run the KS upstairs in the 

lecture room, today is from the lab, usually we have the motors in the background of the 

motors of the reactors. In the Foundation we are setting up the SF with 8 reactors and 

testing the environment and the reactors. Some of these reactors have been running on SF 

for past 2 months more or less. We fix some failures in these reactors, nothing major. In 

this process we learned a lot, even with a reactor not rotating we did not saw any 

disturbance in the Plasma structure, we had another failure this week, we had to change a 

valve. We got to the point to inform the KS that you can run the reactors without the 

motors, which means that now that we are in the state that the Plasma is complete and is 

strong enough to hold itself in the 8 reactors. Yesterday we made the decision to switch 

off all the motors to create the condition of Universal systems. In the Universe we don’t 

see motors to rotate the planet Earth or the Sun. Being in this position we could test and 

we don’t need to monitor the motors, so the electric current connection which were 

giving us the pressure and the rotation and the speed and that kind of thing, the matter 

level was not needed anymore. So it took us a few minutes, we step by step shut down 

every motor and the motors are shut down and the Plasma is created, then we have a 

Plasma which is working on his own, exactly like the Stars. We have seen in the shutting 

down one by one, there has being no changes in the Plasma and we watched the Plasma 

with no motors, it was a very weird situation, we were watching and dreaming what is 

gonna happen, because there is no noise we are used to see motors running and now as 

you hear us there is no noises. We are running the Workshop in the lab live and strange 

enough we started seeing increasing Plasma figures in the environment, in X and Y 

directions of the total Plasma. We started we were at 2.75 and at the maximum heat with 

all gases in rotation yesterday prior to introduction of the Argon Layer for protection was 



3.2 before introduction of the Argon in the setting. But when we started our systems 

without the motors we were at 2.76 and we started seeing the development of the Plasma. 

So the Plasmas are running actively since last night. And this morning we have reached 

3.442 which is more then we achieved with the Plasma on its own with all the layers 

without the Argon. But now we still see development, the Plasma is active, and even as 

we spoke this morning one of the parameters have increased again. (:09) Now we have 

reached the condition of the Universe. Which means we do not need motors or electric 

current to run the reactors; we monitor how far we can go. Now we gonna add some 

small amount of gases first to see if the introduction of the gases will change, maybe a 

low pressure H just for testing, and then we break into a new way of control and system 

setting. The condition we achieved now is where the reactors are in comfortable zone 

with each other. This is how nature is, this is how the Soul of the man works is you take 

only what you need, so what this means we might see a little bit of increases in different 

directions now that only Plasmas decide. So in the morning, after the WS the KS will 

introduce a small amount of gases to check and then we go to a dimension which is not 

know, but I told you some time ago, we did a test for KS where they sat in front of the 

core and they gave and we monitored all their feelings, and we monitored how much they 

could take. Now today after they reached what they wanted to reach, the reactors are 

happy to achieve their own balance we go into training the operators, what does this 

means? (:11) This means as I explained before, motors and engines are matter entity man 

made things. In the Universe motion and direction are done by the wish or by the need. 

Today Armen will sit in front of the control reactors, and we know which one is because 

is a master reactor and through his thoughts he has to control in giving the reactor to 

increase the numbers and that is unconditional. This has become the control system 

teaching in a way that if we can maintain and we do not lose any Plasma he can decide 

what he gives to the reactor to increase. In the reactors we monitor in all 3 directions 

what he receives and what he gives. So we enter into a very unknown territory and 

strange enough is that we should see very interesting results. So not only he can increase 

the level of the Plasma if he is correct in thought in one direction, he can dictate which 

reactor he likes to take energy from to give it to the center or to direct energy to, which 

means the direction of flow. So I recommend to him where to sit, so we can see the 

operation of the reactors and if it’s gonna go in the direction. So if you see a specific line 

increase it means that he start to move the reactor in one direction, then for now on 

instead of running and adding energy levels we will try to increase the Plasma to the lift 

according to the thoughts of the total knowledge seekers are. All the KS has to do the 

same, if it is in my hand I know where this gonna go, but it is in there hand and they have 

to test it. So in fact we are testing for the first time in this planet the condition of the 

Universe in reaction btw 8 Plasmas, they are helping each other, we saw in the data. The 

Plasmas are active because we can see it graphically; it has his own heart beat. Which is a 

correct way to see the monitoring moving and then we go to the next step of how we can 

lift the material, how it can be done. If you look at the data we had never passed 3.9, this 

means that the systems has reached the condition and they are happy to be in. It doesn’t 

matter how we feed them, they do not need it, now the need has to come from the man, I 

need to go there, so specially Armen has a connection with those reactors. So everyone of 

us that participated of this process are connected with these systems, now we see if 

through our work we can increase to 3.6 and 3.9 if such a thing is achievable. Then if we 



achieve this point we gather a KS group and try to control the reactors from the 

boardroom, this will be a major breakthrough and this can be done, I explained to the KS 

this week. (:16) So before things be done I try to inform the KS, these things are 

available, will be done increasements that Armen doesn’t get excited and go do it, so we 

keep some control on what we are doing. This is what we set up to do, we produced the 

Nano materials, the Gans materials, we put in the cores, we tested different things, and 

now we are going on the work of the Universe. John has take the video of it and is going 

to post soon, now we have reached the position of absorbing energy from the 

environment according to the need. This is containing Plasma, creating Plasma and now 

being able to transfer Plasma from one entity to another or giving to one source to 

another, you don’t need to give it from your Soul. I will teach how to transfer Plasma 

from the reserve tank to the main tank. You can not control these things electronic 

computerized, present computer systems are electronics and is a physical vibration 

electrons and transfer of whatever electrical currents you want to put in to it. In this level 

we work on the Plasma level which is direct connection, and then we see we don’t need a 

control system. The strangest thing is yesterday I went for a walk to more or less analyze 

what need to be done, but if you go back into the talks before, we achieved the first lift on 

the 28 of Shaban in the Arabic calendar in Iran at 5:30. This is recorded because I called 

that day Rick and his family. Strange enough about 5:30 last night on the 28 of Shaban 

again we achieved the same. Is not coincidental, just about the same time and day. We 

achieved the lift in Tehran and we achieved the holding of the Plasma, this is very 

significant. Same day about the same time, soon I will explain the significance of this 

day. (:20) We have started the development of much smaller cores with the Gans 

materials. Two of these are already on the floor of the lab. Up to now every reactor we 

have made have been fixed and set on the place. We up to now consider one direction, 

now that we expanded the knowledge, the new reactors, the small ones, are put on the 

wheels, which means that now we force the reactors to sit and interact, with this set up 

that probably will be ready next week is that we will tie 3 reactors at 120 degrees to each 

other, and we tie them up to the center core. And we start seen not just the MaGrav field 

through the monitors but if we can see the Magnetic push traction to push and attract 

away from each other. This will be fascinating, once we achieve this we came make a 

frame here where we can hang all the reactors from the frame that they can move freely, 

then we can see the operation of H. We can increase and change the amount of Plasma in 

each one and this gives the man the freedom for the first time to see the operation of the 

SS. If you make one reactor the Sun then you make the other ones the Earth and other 

planets. You create the MaGrav field inside each to that strength and then you see how 

they position themselves. Now form next week we move from one dimensional system 

into a 2 dimensional system. Now we have a new dimension in the world of science 

where we go to a level of understanding of interaction of Plasmas. This is the major 

change in the work of the Foundation (:23) What we are going to do is if we can, run all 

the workshops here live. We will put live stream and people around the world can 

monitor when we are asleep and vice-versa. The reactor became an International 

Collaboration, this is needed. All the KS lectures are listened by the world leaders, we see 

this by the reactions and we get the confirmation. Number of World leaders listen to this 

KS, they are learning from it, but the way the KS gave the knowledge so correctly in the 

past months has changed the behavior of government and nations in respect to a lot of 



things. In weeks ago we turned off the monitors because it is not good to people see what 

we are doing in a international level. (:25) The technology from what we developed and 

tested with Yukako in Fukushima has been evaluated by Japanese government and by 

other 2 nuclear nations, and I received the a preliminary report this week, we have broken 

the rules of Physics. We are 100% correct, what we have seen in Fukushima, the 

reduction of Gamma ray and the process that Yukako tested is correct. Report is not 

classified, unless I get authorization. Keshe talk about the Fukushima decontamination 

and the conversations with Japanese Government. (:30) The cleaning and the 

decontamination of water that has been started in Europe is entering the commercial 

phase, which means now the people who did the evaluation in their lab are entering the 

production phase of these systems for their target. The first commercial units of cleaning 

up has already started the negotiations. The other important point is in regard about the 

14th meeting of the Religious leaders as we did the same with the world ambassadors 

meeting in Nino. We do not disclose who attends and what has been done, the meeting 

will go ahead. At the end of the meeting some pre-negotiations started on how and what 

we are going to do. We have to teach the people the meaning of World Peace and the 

beneficial for them physically. Keshe talk about the meeting. (:34) The Foundation stays 

neutral and stays correct. Very soon some of the world leaders will not be in such 

comfortable position, their criminality has been recorded. (:36) I step by step try to 

explain the flaws in the Physics which brought to this position. We were discussing as a 

matter section about the formula of the constant pressure and the rest; about the number 

of atoms in a given space is equal, because nothing else has changed. I explained to him 

that this is the guys who have been theoretically. Hopefully we will make a video of this. 

Now we look at Plasmas. In the world of Physics they say that neutron is a neutral and 

that is it, they say proton is positive and electron is negative. Now that we have open the 

reality to the Physics, and we have magnets and we have reactors which can imitate the 

structure of the reality which is a MaGrav field each Plasma has, you come to see that, oh 

a H has a single proton and a single electron, the distance to the electron to the proton is 

dictated by the energy, when I speak energy I mean MaGrav field together, which create 

that distance. As I always say, the Plasma of the Earth creates a MaGrav field, the Plasma 

of the Sun creates a MaGrav field and when they are comfortable they create the distance 

to the Sun. The proton and a single electron has that effect. The neutron is the initial 

fundamental Plasma, now you put and take N. N has 7 electrons, 7 protons and 7 

neutrons. This theoretical physics which says that the temperature and pressure is the 

same… This is very good if you got pinpoints and no effects, now we understand the 

physics in much more clear way, a neutron creates MaGrav fields. A proton creates 

MaGrav fields, and now you put 4 planetary system next to each other, they don’t piled 

up in one corner, they create their own gaps, and then on top of it you have 2 electrons 

which sit in its boundaries in the S1 and then you have the S2 that you have the 5 

electrons, they create their own. Now you see this formula goes to the window, who 

made this was very good theoretically, but now that you put a Plasma in the place of a 

number, you see you have a huge nucleus; this nucleus is not proton sitting next to a 

neutron, is the gap btw them, and how they are. So now you have one proton in a H and 

you have 14 elements near the same because neutrons is about the same as a proton with 

a little bit more energy which is the energy of electron in it. Now you have a sphere in 

your hand, and with a number of electrons of it you find out that the size is colossal by 



measurement. And then at the same time this atom is not own his own, there is other 

atoms in his environment, need that gap btw them, even though they are connected as 

molecules, still have that gap distance btw them, so this formula of constant pressure goes 

to the window. Then when you do this you understand further. (:41) The reason this 

subject came up was because we are now feeding N into the cores and the explanation 

was that if you have a thousand atoms of H in that 4mm, now that you understand the 

reality of physics, that is a bigger ball, you can not have a thousand N in there. You 

should have 70 atoms average; you divide 1000 by 7 then you have the gaps which is btw 

the electrons and the atoms, each atoms and molecule structure, just about 80 or 70 atoms 

is just about right to be equal in the same tube. You need to increase your tube size 10 

times to put 1000 N in the tube. This is not theoretical, I work like this. I will give the 

photos to John to post. Each line has its for setting gas, because I increase the length of 

the tube accordingly to the high heavier element I use. This is something that sowed to be 

correct. When you put gases in your systems you have to consider this factor. (:44) They 

always considered a neutron as neutral and that he has no effect, but actually neutron 

because it carries a proton create a bigger atmosphere dimension around itself and the 

proton. You can not squeeze them together. If you pressurize the proton and electron in 

the nucleus you create what we said ITER atomic fusion, so you have a bigger case and a 

bigger volume. Those of you who understand physics you must find a way to change this 

old formula. Neutron has his own characteristics his own environment which is much 

stronger then the proton, so you by factor create a bigger distance. If you squeeze it, this 

is when you get the nuclear radiation, all the nuclear radiation come from the additional 

neutrons which are in the center. Electron and protons are Plasmas, Plasmas keep 

distance, so one atomic H is not the same size of one atomic N. So when you load up 

your reactor you have 2 choices, increase the size of your pipe, or increase the pressure 

that you get more of the same in a smaller container. (:47) Do not switch off your motors 

in one goal, you disturb and destroy your Plasma. You must be careful with this. If you 

reach the dynamic Plasma you have to watch how to feed your core. You bring your bar 

pressure for at least half a bar, or quarter bar, not to one bar. You take the pressure of 

your gas. Open the valve very very gently. Be as gentle as possible if you have the 

dynamic Plasma. (:50) If you use the Nano coated, the MaGrav field will hold your 

Plasma. If you use steel cores with central pins nano coated, even if you have a steel core, 

this pin in the center will allow the Plasma to stick with it. In this case is like putting a 

dog in the leash which is the MaGrav field of the nano layer which is connected to the 

core, so your Plasma can not run out of your core. (:53) Gans Nano materials in the 

center pin, because of its MaGrav field structure has a MaGrav field connection with the 

Plasma and holds the Plasma like a dog on a leash. Magnetic holding is the only way you 

can hold a Plasma. (:55) You don’t need papers to write and know about this, once you 

understand it stays in your DNA. Rick asks about the walls and the pin being Nano 

Coated, and if this would hold the Plasma btw them. Keshe: Yes, because there is a 

Magnetic field separation, hold as well. The Gravity holds and Mag separate. This is one 

of the problems which you face of holding the Plasmas into your core, because these 

layers are not stuck to the wall they are separated, but at the same time you can not add 

anymore energy into it. So creating Plasma further with addition of materials like H 

becomes very difficult. Get your Nano Materials and try to solder them together, is 

impossible. Because the MaGrav field btw the layers create a separation, you can not put 



anything in there, there is no difference btw that and the Plasma. The MaGrav field 

separation that gives separation or levitation that Rick talked is due to the MaGrav field 

btw the matter. These fields btw the layers of your Nano Coated material are in a 

transition matter, which is superior to matter, that is why you can’t weld them. But at the 

same you can use this for a lot of applications of new materials. We will announce soon 

the research that we are doing here, a new system for hospitals; this is a backup system 

for Fukushima. We are submitting another type of clothes to radiation not penetrate. 

(1:00) You can let people work in a radiate environment with these new clothes. You can 

create a safe environment that people do not even need to where the suits and clothes and 

be safe of radioactive materials. Keshe talk about the Fukushima situation. (1:03) This 

gap and holding have huge applications. If you take a step further you can use this gap for 

production of certain gases. We did this test in Tehran and we can even produce Gold if 

we understand what is going on btw these 2 gaps. You take the 2 wires which are 

twisting, and in how much you twist you close the gap and dictates how much strength, 

what can go through that gap. You dictate the flow of gases btw these 2 layers, because 

you dictate what is absorbed and what is given. Governments are searching for different 

applications of this technology. (1:06) Keshe talk about an agreement that Americans are 

interesting to get with Iran about Spaceship. (1:08) Rick says that in Canada that they are 

not allowed to see the papers. Keshe talk about the number of scientists that migrate from 

Iran to Canada. Keshe talk about when he was arrested in Canada, and about the world 

leaders, and the renunciation of positions that is happening around the world, due to what 

is happening in the background. (1:15) Keshe is receiving a lot of emails to explain about 

the situation with the Spanish Group of Keshe Foundation; the reason Jorge left 

Foundation was because he could not pay his fee. We need the fee to buy the equipments. 

(1:20) Keshe goes out and Marko assume and say that Mr. Keshe was trying to explain to 

the KS the MaGrav field links connection in the human body. Marko says that we should 

see the Plasma not in 2D but 3D. (1:36) John assume and talk about the reactors. (1:53) 

Keshe comes back, and give the microphone to John again, John continue to speak about 

the reactor. (2:05) Keshe comes in. Keshe says that the turning off of the motors has no 

effect in the readings, and that human movement does not affect the measurements. 

About dried Gans, this works the same, but is more in the matter state. 2 of the new 

reactors have a center pin and 2 of them have the coating outside. The reactors which 

have Nano coated layers we have to see how they respond. (2:08) Even though we see 

CuO2 or CO2 due to the water and the salt we used to produce these Nano materials, they 

are normal water; some Ca has found itself into the process, some of the CuO2 has 

residue of Ca in it, as Gans. So this Ca Gans mixed with all the Gans materials tend to be 

the link connecting the CuO2 or CO2 into the physical body of the reactor. Rick asks 

abut the building of physiological reactors, since Ca is the connector in the Human body. 

Keshe: Yes. The exactly replica of our system is your Brain and your scalp, btw the scalp 

and the Brain, part f this liquid carries Ca, which comes from the layers of the Scalp 

inside. (2:12) Your parathyroid glands decides the thickness of what material is going to 

be Gans in what state and where, so we have Ca and every other matter in our Lymph, 

when it gets to the point of delivery or need it changes to the matter is needed. When you 

take the Lymph you don’t see the Ca or K separated on it, is a spectrum, is Plasma, when 

it needs the Ca through the Thymus and the MaGrav field of the environment it becomes 

the matter of that entity, but becomes as a reservation and how much it can be. That is 



why you see shortages of Ca or K in your blood, because is accordingly to what is needed 

and what Thymus decides and convert through the Parathyroid Glands. The same 

situation sits with us with these new reactors, we have CO2, CuO2, Ca, some residue of 

other minerals in the structure. You can not eliminate minerals but you can reduce Ca in 

the buildings of your reactors. Ca is the point of attachment in this condition of MaGrav 

field. To do this use distilled water. In the future we should be able to replace the water 

with gases or with Plasmas, if we can introduce Plasmas into the layers or in Gans 

materials, the separation will come due to the presence of Plasma, then you don’t need 

the water and you move out of the matter environment in a total Plasma environment. 

(2:15) Question about the letter that Mr. Keshe wrote where he wrote that man will 

accept this technology not because of the beauty of this but to save their own lives, and if 

this has to do with the coming of the Twin sister in the SS. Keshe: We keep the UN 

informed because we other operations around. The letter is just to inform. The interaction 

with the World leaders and world religious is to inform. No science has been put in the 

man of man so rapidly and in a open way. Keshe talk that the guy who work with Tesla 

cars work with in the same way as Keshe Foundation and that he is welcomed. Now we 

go in the depths of the teachings, if you just have a glance of what has been said in this 

workshop a lot of scientist will understand the applications of this maybe in a hundred 

years. This is the first time we have managed to create sustained Plasma on its own 

without expanding billions of money, we control the rotation, we hold 8 Plasmas, these 

are all huge steps. The problem is that release such much information fro the Foundation 

that 99% is not even understood. In time when the transcribers that write this and they 

read they will say: Oh he said or they did that time so many years ago and we have never 

understood it. (2:21) The mite that you have on your hair is like the Earth and the whole 

structure of the Universe size of your head, even smaller. So what happens with human 

race in the coming time is really not much important, this is a natural process. The total 

structure of the Soul which this Planet has created that is the essence that should stay. 

This is where your Soul go after whatever happens. As you have a spot in your Brain 

which its function is just transfer information and be part of the Brain for your arm to 

move, the Soul of the Creator will be the same, the physicality is irrelevant but the Soul is 

the Universal Soul, that is where the main factor comes. In fact in planets like Earth are 

incubators for production of the Souls which when you put the fourth, the sixth and the 

eight steps together then you understand the bigger structure. The body of the man is just 

the incubator, as the womb of the mother is the incubator for the child to birth, the body 

of man is the incubator for production of the creation of the Soul and the Souls in their 

term join a bigger structure, and then you have what you call the spiritual connection btw 

the Soul and the body, to are in another level. So there is no fear of what is gonna happen. 

The plant that is watered stays in the ground a year to get a flower for the humming bird 

to pick that to keep the essence of the plant and transfer it to somewhere else, and that is 

the purpose of creation of planets and the creation of the Soul. Those who have fears that 

will happen the end, the end happens everyday, since we started talking, seven hundreds 

planets or stars have gone through the same process. When you die in a car crash your 

Soul doesn’t disappear, what is going to happen with Earth is the same process, but in a 

larger magnitude, and all Souls collectively are becoming the Soul of what is the add of 

the SS and then adds up to the Universe Souls which is got a different addition. The 

prophet of the past has speak about different levels, now we open for those what these 



levels as man gets ready. Just because the mother died after the birth of a child it doesn’t 

mean that the Soul of the mother doesn’t exist anymore. (2:24) Question: Does Mr. 

Keshe knows the name of the central Star in our SS? Keshe: Sorry, we don’t give birth 

certificates for stars and names. Mr. Keshe read something that Pope said that nearness to 

Christ is dangerous, Keshe did not quoted correctly and Marko correct the quote. Marko 

assume and say the quote: the connection to the Christ could be possible only through the 

Catholic religion, that direct connection to the Christ is dangerous or something. Keshe 

comes back. Now you understand who can get close to God. The essence is that the man 

is to physical, and he has chosen his own ways to control through physicality. When you 

are taught certain ways of thinking then is very hard for people to change their mind. 

Because they accepted and now they have to accept a new thing, this is how they abuse or 

we try to prove ourselves to be correct. We are looking to how psychological acceptance 

comes into man, and how this can be changed, and man can be free from fear of sin. We 

see this in people who smoke crack, they change to hallucination to physical presence, 

this is one of the major problems with this drug. What happen when you take drug is 

internal imagination, but for people who take crack who bridges emotion to physicality, 

these people physically see things, this is the bridge btw 2 part of the Brain, which other 

drugs don’t do. So we have the same problem of how much we made to believe to see 

and be correct and how much has been imagination which has been brought to us and we 

have to accept it. When people come too close to start understanding, they are put on a 

separate path, they put fear into them. We don’t claim to be the Christ, our problem is not 

guide, our problem is survivor, to extracting what we can, that there is some reminence. 

Each being in every part of the Universe is a leaf in a three in a beautiful painting, so we 

keep everything. If we don’t save man from this planet there shall be no Christ. No 

religions to carry the name of God. (2:32) World religious will support the Foundation if 

they are really truthful with their own work, this is the difference btw one who we call the 

Messiah and what we call the return of Christ. Those are messenger for the human beings 

and we don’t have nothing to do with this. There is a reason we are in Italy, this is 

predestined, it is not by accident. (2:36) Question about UFOs that introduced himself to 

this guy and he felt in different part of his body. Keshe: I never make comments about 

these things. The reason for it if we go this way we become UFO groups. (2:38) In the 

Universal level your home is never your home. You don’t see interaction with what we 

call aliens because they know that the nation of man is horrendously wrong. If you play 

this self centered game in Space you are finished. (2:42) You need one to teach all to be 

correct. About 2 days ago the spherical core was broken, very short time later there was 

still the leakage, so we changed the whole valve. In changing the pipe there is nothing but 

gases in this cores. Marko noticed that there was a white dust in the tube. Part of the 

Plasma was literally pulled to the pipe because of the processes of vacuum that were 

done, and because of the process it was converted into matter. Now here we start to have 

seen the conversion of Plasma into matter. Would this Plasma lead to Gold or plutonium, 

or to a Life? If the right conditions were there it would be happen. We changed the valve 

and yesterday Marko picked the valve and we saw a huge amount of matter inside the 

valve. Now you have created the conditions of creating a being, you are in Space, what 

Religion would you like to this new being to have? This is the biggest problem! This is 

why we ask to unification and to religion speak to each other. We are waiting to teach 

you the reality of what it is. In trying to unifying the religions and the science is to avoid 



the problems in your aircraft in Space. I wonder if you can convert into a Muslim or 

Christian a being who knows everything about the Universe. (2:47) Keshe talk about the 

Belgian Government that is going after him, and he knows the punishment that they will 

receive that is beyond man can imagine, but the time to punishment is over, it is time to 

explain and understand. We could put man inside these spheres in the reactor, and it 

would be worst then solitary prison. It is not to put fear, but to explain the power of the 

knowledge. A man is nothing but a speck of dust, but if have to be done we will show the 

power. (2:50) When the Iranian revolution started a lot of Iranians were Persians did not 

wanted to be attached to the wrong doing of others. The same happened with the nations 

and religions. A priest should advise to be close to God, not close to him, unless there is a 

mean of control. Whatever religion you have go closer to your Prophet, to understand the 

way, then you find the truth path and become one. We are not here to create disturbance 

but to create balance for the Space. Because you’ve got to carry the believe in your heart 

and your Soul then you don’t need no temple, then you can pray to Mohamed or Christ, 

that was the path you have accepted. (2:54) Question about other beings in other Systems 

that lost their homes and are living here with us in Earth and life in the sea of people who 

have the DNA like ours. Keshe: The best explanation about this, when you look to the 

upper atmosphere as we see in the videos of NASA, you see part of the structures of other 

lives, but because you don’t understand it you ignore it. The existence in the water and in 

btw the Galaxies, planets and SS is very normal, you have a tail, you don’t have a tail, 

whatever, this is what you have arranged to guarantee the survivor of the DNA. People 

say, there is life on Mars or Moon, yes there is, because the structure in that environment 

allows, specific type of life to exist, and is adapted accordingly. We all come from 

Africa, how come we have changed, some black, some blue, some tall, some blond hair, 

is just the environment of Northern Europe forces this kind of whiter skin to absorb and 

be able to live in the environment. And the food is the same in the digestion system. 

There are lives in this planet that we don’t see and sit in the table with us, we don’t see 

because we don’t have the tools of detection in our package in the body, even though part 

of the Brain has this package. Your Brain is aware of the presence f everything which is 

around it. People say that ordinary man uses 5% of the Brain, Einstein used a little more. 

Every cell of the Brain is used for this purpose is to be and interact with what is needed 

and what is needed to detect to guarantee your survivor. You are aware of its physicality 

of what you can see or smell, but there are more beyond that your Brain operates without 

you knowing. Physicality is a pitfall of the man. (3:00) Question about the papers. Keshe 

talks about attacks that have been done in the website, but all the papers will be released. 

Very soon we will release all the books, medical files and papers for free. You have the 

patent but you don’t understand how this works, so we will explain how it is. Medical 

teachings will be happening soon. One thing is for sure, ILS, Alzheimer, all the cancers, 

Schizophrenia, etc., the system works in all of them. Don’t worry about a few papers, you 

will get the whole package. (3:07) Keshe says that they will hold the meeting with the 

Religious leaders. (3:09) We don’t do “magic” job. We will do it from the knowledge of 

the Science then they understand the way it works. The power and the knowledge that I 

have I can Brainwash any world leader to be here on their knees, but that is not the 

purpose, they have to walk into their own will and the followers follow them through the 

same will. We will video this time when the KS sit in front of the reactors and interacts 

the field of the man with the machine, now with the Plasma. I have the power within me 



to change the 7 billion t be obedient, but that is not the job, doesn’t serve the purpose. As 

I said, my wish is my command, if I wish 7 billion will be done instantaneously. I sit 

within the body which goes back through the same DNA to the First Mother, you are all 

within our reach. That is why we come into the body of the Creation. We work within the 

structure. 

 


